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Pl1EFACE 
Tho Class C R-F amplifier has come to be very important in our present 
day system of cormrmnications ~ This importance has caused it to be the 
subject of much research. It is the purpose of this paper to delve furth1;:r 
i.nto the problem of design simplification. Specifically,, an investiga.tion 
of the grid tank circuit is carried out in order to determine an e.x-prest,icJn 
for the optimum grid tank L-C ratio. It is hoped that this inforrnation 
111-:ry be of value in expediting Class C amplifier design., 
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INTRODUCTION 
The development of the Class C radio frequency amplifier has ma.de radio 
communications not only scientifically possible, but economically feasible .. 
Plate efficiencies of 85% are theoretically obtainable, and this is of special 
value in R-F amplifiers where the output may run into hundreds of kilowattso 
Literature on the design of the Class C R-F amplifier is to he found in 
abundance in any technical library. The Wagener1 and the Constant Current 
methods have proved valuable aids in determining circuit parameters, primarily 
those in the plate circuit, with accuracy and speed. Thomas2 has set forth a 
method for determining the driving power required for a tube under certain 
specified conditions; but there still remains one gap in the fence of knowl= 
edge that has been built around the Class C amplifier. Very little explo-
ration has been done on the input side of the question, although desien of the 
plate circuit has been narrowed down to a few simple formulas. 
Class C design is complicated by the fact that the d-c power input varies 
with the output, and it is possible to get rM.Ximum efficiency by adjust:1.ng the 
dMc potentials and the load resistance. Many variables are involved; grid 
bias, grid driving power, plate L/C ratio and plate supply voltage, to name 
but a few. The accepted method of solution is mainly graphical or cut-and-
try, since the plate current is non-sinusodal and no simple set of equations 
can be evolved. The aforementioned design methods are only approxima:l;e, as 
they assume that the plate current pulse is a portion of a sine wave., 'rhe 
alternating plate voltage computed by these methods must be obtained by 
1 Austin V. Eastman, Fundamentals of Vacuum Tubes, pp. 372~378 
2 Ho P. Thomas, Determination of Grid Driving Power in J.t·@Aio !~!?9,ll~ 
AJnElifiers, Proc, I.R.E., 21. p. 1134, August, 1933 
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choosing suitable values of L, c, and R in the plate tank circuit .. Eastman 
has arrived at the following set of equations3 which give optimum tank values: 
(1) 
where Q: w0L / Rt, and, 
( 2) 
It was thought that perhaps there exists a similiar relation in the grid 
tank circuit. From personal experience it is known that simply changing the 
L/C ratio in the grid tank circuit would cause the amount of driving power 
delivered to the grid by the driving source to vary. It was assumed that some 
ratio of grid tank L-C would come closest to matching the input impedance of 
the driven stage to the preceding stage. Preliminary investigation indicated 
some validity to this assumption, but many other variables were discovered 
that further directly affected the matching. 
It was originally the intent of the author to thoroughly investigate the 
coupling of the driver plate tank to the following grid tank circuit by means 
I .. 
of a transmission line inductively fed at both ends (link coupling)J and to 
propose a method by which optimum parameters could be chosen throughout the 
entire system •. Preliminary research has shown the problem to be beyond the 
scope of any one paper, and it was decided that investigation should be 
concentrated on but one of the many phases of the problem. 
It may be said that the grid circuit is only a continuation of the pre--
coding stages plate circuit, or a form of load. If this is true, H, but 
remains to set up the grid circuit so that the load it presents to the pre,= 
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ceding stage can be analyzed. In the Class A amplifier this J.S qu::Lt.e Gimple, 
as negligible grid current flows, and the equivalent load consists of possi-
ble a linear resistor-condenser combination. However, Class C operation 
dictates a bias of several times the cutoff value for the tube., and a driving 
voltage that will swing the grid positive for a small part of each cycleo 
When the grid is positive, grid current flows, and power is consumed in the 
bias source and in the grid-to-cathode section of the tube. Thus t,he load 
equivalent consists of a rectifier and two power consuming devices. As has 
been mentioned, this load is further complicated by virtue of the reflection 
due to the plate circuit. As the output of the stage is increased.9 the grid 
driving power must be increased, and more grid current flows; the output of 
the one stage has a direct effect upon the loading of the preceding stage., 
In Equation (1), Br, is the equivalent series resistance in the tank 
circuit representing both power output and coil losses. Jl,or a perfect match., 
the coupling circuit and the grid tank circuit must reflect this value of R1 
into the plate tank circuit. We can consider the resistance of the coil to bfj 
so small compared to the actual reflected load that we may reglect it com-· 
pletely and so simplify the analysis. The plate tank circuit cannot be de= 
signed until the value of Rr, is known, and thus it would seem logical that 
the high power stage be designed before its driver. This practice also 
determines the power that the driver must furnish to the high power stage., and 
the driver can then be designed to furnish the required power. 
Link coupling is commonly used between two R-F stages) as it is both ef.,. 
ficient and practical. As it is a form of transmission line, los1:Jes due to 
radiation may be held to a minimum. Either coaxial cable or a balanced lim3 
may be used. If the stages are only a few inches apart, perhaps capacitive 
or inductive coupling can be used to advantages, but this method fails to be 
efficient as the distance between stages increases and as the frequency 
increases. 
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Some means of matching the link to the tank circuits is necessary if link 
coupling is to be used. Tbe usual practice is to transformer couple t he link 
by means of a few turns of wire around the 11cold 11 end of the tank coil. This 
practice leads to a serious mismatch between the stages unless care is taken to 
make the link coils of the right impedance and to provide the right amount of 
coupling between the link coil and the tank. A mismatch means inefficiency 
of power transfer, and this often leads to building a driver stage of pro-
portions much greater than are actually necessary to provide the required 
driving power. 
The link can be tuned to resonance by means of a series or parallel 
condenser in the link circuit. This not only creates a better match., but when 
equivalent resistive loading in the grid tank circuit is obtained, only re-
sistance will be reflected back into the driver plate tank. Several tests 
were made using this idea, and the results were very much better than was 
expected. A standing wave ratio of 1.1/1 was recorded, and the power from the 
driver required to satisfy the grid circuit was greatly reduced. If t he load 
delivered by the high power stage were changed, thus requiring more or l ess 
grid driving power, the grid L-C ratio assumed a new value for optimum con-
ditions, and consequently a new value of impedance was reflected back into 
the link circuit, and the link tuning capacitor had to be tuned agai n to br i ng 
the circuit back into resonance. The tuning procedure was time consuming and 
a standing wave meter in the link circuit was necessary to determine when 
optimum conditions were reached. There was no clue as to a possible way 
of determining the optimum L/C ratio in the grid tank circuit except that the 
power into the grid is an important factor. 
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The factor 11Q11 cannot be ignored in designating an optimum L/C :ca. :i.:n 
the grid circuit, but when Q is used in a formula it must be thoroughly de·-
fined. The value of Q can be taken to be the Q of the inductance aloneJ the 
effective Q of the equivalent circuit, or it may be defined in its strictest 
sense as being proportional to the energy stored per cycle divided the 
energy disapated per cycle4. The actual value of Q cannot be placed in the 
circuit as readily as can more tangible properties like resistance a.nd re·· 
actance, but rather., the circuit must be designed with a definite value of Q 
in mind. Studies of optimum values of Q have been made. The Q for the plate 
circuit should be in the neighborhood of 12 to 1.5. Mention is made by LLc 
Klippel.5 that some of' the more experienced design engineers have concluded 
that an effective Q of 20 is the best for the grid circuit~ He goes further 
to say that the 1/c ratio in the grid circuit should be found by rn.ean.s of 
Equation 1, but no mathematical proof of this is offeredo 
A certain amount of consideration must be given to the fact that.I' al-
though the power input to the grid circuit is in an a-c form, 60 to speak, the 
poil'rer disapated in the tube and in tl1e bias source is due to a flow of rectj_,.. 
fied currenL This fact leaves much to be desired in defining the 
Q of the grid circuit as a whole. 
With the preceding discussion in mind, investigation of the coupli:ng 
problem was begun. The entire circuit.,. from driver plate-,,tank to thEJ grid,-
to,,<ercathod_e impedance of the clriven tllbe 7 l!lfas taken into cor1s:tderf1. Tb.o 
4 J\.,LL'r. Staff, Applied Electronics., p • .579 
.5 K.L. Klippel, CQ Magazine, May, 1950, VoL 63 No. 5, pp" 
6 
mathematical results were not conclusively verified by the actual tests, but 
the test results do show that the right path of investigation was being 
followed. 
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THE THEORY OF LINK COUPLING 
Link coupling serves, as its name implies, to magnetically link t o-
gether two stages, in this case, two Class C R-F arnplifierso In so doingj the 
grid load of the driven stage is .reflected back into the link, and from the 
link into the plate tank circuit of the driving stageo Should t he tank circnit 
parameters then be changed, the stage is no longer operating into the load for 
which it was desj_gned .. 
During the course of Class C amplifier design, a value of alternati ng 
plate voltage will be obtainedo Proper design of the plate tank circuit will 
assure that this voltage is securedo Eastman6 has arrived at the following 
equations for the tank parametersi 
(1) 
where Q ~ w0 L / R11 and: 
( 2) 
Rr,is the equivalent total series resistance in the tank circuit representing 
both power output and coil losses .. Let us see what effect the link coupling 
to the following circuit will have on the plate circuito 
CASE Io 
An equivalent of the basic link coupling circuit is shown in Figo 2 .. The 
grid circuit of the tube may be represented by a hypothetical resistance j nJ 
equal approximately to the effective value of the a-c grid voltage divided 
by the d ... c grid current .. 7 Further simplification reduces the circuit to ·that 
6 Eastman, OE_o cito, P• 383 
7 Thom.as., 012. cit., p. ll34 . 
of Figo 3 by letting X14 • XcLi' and assmn:ing the resistance of the coils to 
be negligible .. 
The erid circuit of Figo 2 was converted from the parallel form to an 
equivalent.series circuit before being transformed into Figo 3, as sho11m in 
Fig., 2bo The series circuit is easier to analyze, and in the rest of this 
paper we shall consider the grid circuit in. the equivalent series formo H Ydll 
then take on the equivalent value!/ R~, equal to w21a / R. 8 
FigG 3 shows that there is an impedancejl Zb, reflected back into the 
plate tank circuitg: [X/ QL L )G vl . ~ - jw e+- ~ ( ) z - ._I\_,,.,,..,,., _le.c_;_... ____ ___,,__ 
3 6 - X~~~ + w2.(L~ +L3)2· 
and ~ may be broken do11m into real and imaginary components as follows: 
(4) TlL ~ 1o/ [fr fa w'(L,_fl._,)2] 
(5) 
'I'he L~,C ratio in the plate tank circuit is lowered by virtue of the ca-, 
pacitive reactance appearing in series with the plate inductanceu The re-
sistive component transferred to the plate circuit represents the output load, 
It can be seen that any change in coupling at either the plate or the 
grid tank will change the plate L-C ratio, and also alter the value of the 
alternating plate voltage developed across the total plate tank circuHo The 
eff:iciency of the stage will drop off due to the plate load no longer match:ing 
the tube impedanceo For instance, if X1~ were increased., Xcband n1 would 
increaseo The effective inductance in the plate circuit•become smallerjl and 
8 Ryder, J"ohn D.,,, N~tw<2,rks, Li~ '!.-nd Jfields:i pp. 106=107 
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F .•p would dimin.i.,,h o 
CASE TI~. 
The reactances Li and 13 i .n the link circuit can be madG negligible by 
adding proper capacitance to the circuit, or in other words 9 by resonat :tng tbe 
link circuit at t he operating frequency. Equation (4) them becomes: 
(6) 
and Equation (.5) becomes zero. 
The coupling can now be changed without alter i ng t he pl a te tank L-~C 
r ati.o. Resistance alone is reflected back into t he plate circuit . The v-s.1ue 
of Ep is still subject to change , but now it is due only to one v-ar:i.ahlt'J~ RL 9 
and the plate tank impedance is equal to (wL) 2 / Rr. when the tank i r:; tw1Ed i.n 
resonanceu 
CASE IlT.8 
Until now.:, no consideration has been made of the c i rcuit t.hat j oir~s th•::. 
t:wo li.nk coilsM Let us specify this connection to be i n the f orm of a trans .. , 
mission 11.ne with a characteristic impedance, Z0 o A maximum transfer of power 
occurs when this line is terminated in :1.ts characteri stic: i mpedance .. 'I':he 
f ollow~ng equations express the link terminations when the gr id and pla tE, 
d rcuit components are reflected i .nto the link circui t !! assu.rn..i..ng t.hut Xc1 
X1p and Xc4 = X14 ~ 
(7) 
at t he gr id tank end) andi 
(BJ z, = {~ +JwL,. 
e. 
at the plate tank end.. Re i s the equi valent seri es r es.istanc,~ in t.h·• r,"kt.0 
t ank circuit. If the line is to be matched in impedance., z1 and Z;2 rnuat r,1:~ 
equal to the characterist ic impedance of t he l ine ~ 
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Equating the r eal and imagi nary parts of Equations (7) and ( 8): 
2. v Z 
(9) 
Thus the l i nk 
~ 
and ~to be 
Ee. 
.xit_,. - .LJ..e:!i 
R e. - R e ' 
coils should be of the same inductance. 
l 
If we can consider ~If, 
.fe 
smal l compared t o wL2 and wL3, and then wL2 = 
This is in accord with the net work theorem which states that if the magnitude 
but not the angle of the load impedance may be varied, a maximum power trans-
fer will occur when the absolute value of t he load impedance is equal t o the 
absolute value of t he impedance of the supply network. 
When the transmission line is terminated in such an impedance j r eflection 
of capacitance into t he tank circuits results. The 1-C ratios and t he Qs are 
lower ed, and the tanks must be detuned from t heir own natur al resonance points 
in order to bring about circui t resonance . The mutual impedances between the 
link and t he tank coils must be carefull y adjust ed so that z1 and z2 in 
Equati ons (7) and ( 8) will be equal to Z. Then t he tank circui ts must be ad-
o 
justed to compensate for t he capacitance refl ected back into them. 
CASE IV 
A tuned circuit may be used to terminate t he transmission line at each 
end in place of t he link coils. If the plate and gr id circuits and the link 
t uned circui t s are tuned to dynamic resonanc e , Equation (6) shows that the 
value· of Hr, appearing in t he pl at e c ircuit is dependent only upon t he mutual 
i>mpedances between t he gr id and pl ate circuits and their respective link tuned 
circuits and R. It would thus appear that loading of t he s iage can be accom-
c 
pl ished by var yi ng t he coupling of t he link to the plate and gr id circui t s . 
It must be remembered, however, t hat the link circuit is still acting l ike a 
transmission line, and Z0 must be matched at eac h end . The i maginary par t s of 
Equations (7) and( ~) now become zeroj and i t can be seen t hat there is only 
one value of coupling at each end whic h will produce a specific Z0 at each end 
11 
of the transmission line. Loading cannot be varied i .f max.irnum transfer ,f 
energy is to be maintained. 
The characteristic :impedance of a non~.reson.ant transmisslon line i s a. 
complex quantity.~ having both a real and an imaginary part o Neither of t he t w-o 
previously discussed cases will completely satisfy Z. If the link i .s kept t o 
. 0 
a reasonably short lengths> (several wave lengths or more)~ the resistive and 
conductive components will have very little effect compared to the induct a.nce 
and the capac:itance, and Z0 will be very nearly resistive . Thus the e on -· 
dition o.f a tuned c i rcuit at each end of the link will permi t an aln,od , 
perfect matc h ,, providing the mutual impedarees of the link to the grid a.nd 
p.late tank circuits.:, and the value of Rc are adjusted to rnako t he l 1.nk 
terrn.inations equal to Z0 ., 
CASE V 
There remains the possibility of using the transmission l i.Ilf..-! :itself as a 
part of the tuned circuit.ll and thereby ridding ourselves of thc::l trouble of 
matching Z0 e A piece of transmissj_on line less than a quart er wa:1re engt h 
long may be considered to be e ssentially capacitive9 a s the jnductive com .. 
ponent i s very small compared to the capacitive ,component . A se rie,'3 capa.r:: it,nr 
may be added to the link circuit and tuned so that the l ink will r t1sona t,e at 
the operating frequency. Fig. 4 shows the resultant link circ11it.1 wher ,, C..3 L 
the capacitance of the l i ne. The necess ary series capacitance may he cal.c~u- · 
lated from t he expression: 
(10) X = X,+ ~ -c, - Lz Xe - VL 
J /\J .J 
Again we can see from Equation (6) that the value of R1 is dependent onl:y npc,n 
the mut,.:i.al impedances and Re o Desired loadi ng can now be a c c timpl hlht':1d h~r 
varying one or more of th~sE'! parameters .. 
I 
A relation can be found between the grid- cathode irnpeda.nco 11.c and h , 
12. 
i nduc t ance L_L of the grid tank circuit . The grid circuit is a sstuned t o l:>t'o 
tuned to resonance . ., and th;2 rest of the circuit :i. s assumed t o he odjusted so 
tl:.at only resistance is transf erred t o t he pla t(, t ank c i r cuit . The fo llc"l'T-· 
ing e,~ua.b ons illustrate t; hi:1 methcd of rela U ng 14 a nd Re o 
Cy Ly ari d the resistance transferred fr:om t he ~:rid circuit t o the link9 
Rp are ·combined into z1 (Fig . 5); _ 
'R- R/ ' - J ~, -J _Id_ + _=J_ rwL3 - J_) z. _ (~~_3T WCJ C3 ~~ WC-3 
' - rt, + (wL3 - -;;k3 )" 
(11) 
Tr1en Zv the total i.mpedar1cf: of t hG link ci.rcui t is equal to t 
. 
(12) lt = Z, - ~Cz. +. JwLz. 
The rea1 part of Equat1on (12) ist 
(13) ia.21 = ~ 1:, -· 
I f the link circuit i s tuned to resonance., onl:r the n)al part of Equat ion 




Thi ::-; e ciuatirJn ma.:,, b e 2.rranged j_n the form~ 
(16) 
from wilich expressions 
(17) 
(Hl ) 
fo r Re and L4 rr.a:y he obta J.ned.o 
BL1:R.4t ViY·Ri~ --4ADL!a 
?..A 
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Equati ons (17) and (18) will have a certain value when the transfer of 
power is at a maximum. This value is found by ,~etting up an equation for t he 
power output of the stage with~ as one term. The derivative with respect to 
R can then be taken and set equal to zero, and t he resulti ng equation is a 





so All;= DL~ 
The derivative with respect to ~can be treated the same way, and again 
Equation (21) is found as the solution. This can readily be seen by examining 
Equations (17) and (18). All other circuit parameters remaining constant, 
R0 is directly proportional to L4. 
The equivalent series circuit of F~g. 2 may be expressed in terms of the 
original circuit: 
(22') 
Substituting into Equation (21): 
(23) 
and by the same method: 
(24) 
L - BRL& 1- Z..Aw1 
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Equations (23) and (24) may be added to give: 
c2s) wL1 = R · J/i-
The power used in the grid circuit can be found by: 
(26) P;,, = fl 
if all coil losses are neglected. Substituting E~uation (26) in Equation (25): 
E" VD 
(27) wL1 = -pf; · wlfA" 
This is the form of equation which we have been seeking. It might prove rather 
difficult to show that ~is equal to Q2, and, indeed, we are not' sure that this 
is the case. All we have shown in Equation (27) is that the grid inductance is a 
function of the effective grid voltage, the power input to the grid circuit and 
some constant. 
The investigation so far has centered around the grid circuit load re-
fleeted back into the plate circuit. Equation (27) was obtained by going from 
grid circuit values to their equivalents in the plate circuit. After some 
manipulations, the result was transferred back to grid values. This is a 
lengthy and round-about method. Let us now look at the situation entirely from 
the grid circuit standpoint. 
The plate and link circuits may be reflected into the grid circuit as a 
resistance, Rr, in Fig. 6~ We shall assume., of course, that the plate and 
link circuits are so tuned that only resistance is reflected into the grid circuit .. 
'When the portion of the circuit to the left of a-bin Fig. 6 is tuned so as to 
be purely resistive, its impedance is 
power will be transferred to R if: 
The Q of the tank circuit is: 
Therefore: 
(28) 
very nearly equal to w215 / Rr• 
l::) = w'L~ 
n. Rn. 
Maximum 
The power input to the grid circuit is: 
(29) 
Substituting Equation (29) 
(30) 
E/-P,,, = rl 
in Equation ( 28 ) : 
w'-i= E/ 4'z. ;;,. 
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The above demonstration gives us the equation for the value of the grid 
tank circuit inductance under specific conditions. It is thought, however, 
that the circuit used in this proof is too elementary. In the actual case 
of substituting a vacuum tube for the resistance R of Fig. 6 several differ-
ences occur. The tube is a non-linear element, power is consumed in the bias 
source, and, perhaps most important, the circuit is no longer strictly an a-c 
circuit. The d-c current resulting from rectification in the tube grid-to-
cathode path will flow through the '!;ank coil, and may have some effect on the 
Q of the circuit. Another important thought to keep in mind is the definition 
of Q. Are we justified in believing that it is the Q of the tank circuit alone 
- . . 
~hat we wish to keep constant? Perhaps the Q of the entire circuit should be 
considered. !n this case, Equation (30) would take on an entirely different 
form. 
DESCRIPTION OF APPARTUS 
The circuit in Fig. l was constructed for use in studying the functions 
of the grid tank circuit of a Class C R-F amplifier, and also to investigate 
... -· - - - - -
!l'le "?ehavior of the link coupling circuit connecting it to the preceding 
stage. 
The oscillator is a modified Pierce circuit with sufficient output 
to mee~ the maximum demands of the 2E26 grid circuit. A frequency of 3.24 
·--'·-··· "! • -
megacycles was used in all the experiments. The 2E26 was operated at rated 
voltages on the plate and the control grid, but the screen grid was fed from 
the voltage divider Rt in order that the power output of the stage could be 
. controlled. The plate tank circuit Land C were variable, and the Q of the 
coil was on the order of 250. 
The link circuit consisted of a length of 50 ohm coaxial cable approxi-
mately three feet long. It was terminated at each end with a loop of a few 
turns o:f.' wire which were located at the low voltage ends of the tank coils~ 
Inserted in the cable was a standing wave meter, calibrated also t.o read the 
power flowing through the cable. 
The grid circuit 0£ the 812 final stage was designed for flexibility. 
The tank circuit Land C were variable over a wide range. Provision for either 
self bias or a bias pack was made. D-c grid current and voltage were metered, 
as was the a-c grid voltage. 
The 812 plate circuit was made to operate through a link coupling into 
a 73 ohm non-inductive load to disapate the power generated during the ex-
periments. Good neutralization was accomplished by using the grid~plate 
capacitance of another 812 tube as en in Fig. 1. 
The variable inductors and capacitors were calibrated closely on a 
Boonton Radio Corp. Q Meter, Type 160A. R-F voltage measurements were made 
-· - -
on a Hewlett-Packard Meter, Model 4l.OA, using the high impedance probe., All 
other meters and instruments used were of the best available grade& 
Some of the experimentation was carried out using a non-inductive re-
sister in place of the grid circuit of the 812 tube. Preliminary investi-
gation showed that variable coupling was necessary between the tank coils and 
the link coils. The link loops were constructed to fit inside the tank coils, 
and the loops were tapped so their inductance could be varied over a wide 
range. 
T.he Q Meter was used as a constant current generator for a few of the 
tests. Very accurate measurements were possible, and by proper in-
terpretation, certain circuit parameters could be set up that were here-
.17 
tofore not measureable. These included~, the resistance reflected from 
the grid circuit to the plate circuit. 
EXPERIMENTS AND DATA 
The first attempt to solve for the optimum L-G ratio in the grid circuit 
was experimental rather than mathematical. It was felt that a better under-
standing of the problem would be had if data from actual tests could be 
correlated and analyzed. Accordingly; the heretofore described driver stage 
and output stage were constructed.. They were connected by a link of 50 ohm 
transmission line terminated in a link coil at each end. Provision was made 
to meter the standing wave ratio (SWR) and the power transfer in the link. 
The link coupling coils, and the coupling between them and the tank coils, 
.. ;. 
were selected at random.. The grid current in the driven stage was kept 
constant by varying the screen grid voltage in the driver stage. The grid 
L-C ratio was varied, and values of Id, C2, L2, Eg, Pi, and Pr were taken 
for each value of I2 / C2• (For a description of the above notations see 
the appendix). The driver plate voltage was held constant for all the ex-
periments. 
Three conditions were set up and analyzed: 
1. No plate voltage applied to the driven stage. 
2. Plate voltage applied to the driven stage, but no power taken from it. 
3. Full rated load on the driven stage. This load was a non-reactive 
dummy resistor, coupled to the output so that rated plate current was drawn 
by the driven stage. 
Self-bias was used, the bias r~sistor being placed between the grid tank 
circuit and ground. The resistor was fully by-passed so a.s to place the 
bottom of the grid tank circuit at ground potential. 
In all cases the power input to the driver stage remained essentially 
constant as the grid tank L-C ratio wa~ varied. The grid voltage on the 
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driven stage varied only a little and with no definite trend. Below is a 
compilation of the data taken for the three conditions: 
Condition 1. 
1/cx104 pi r; Pt 
12.8 9.5 5.5 4.o 
10.-3 9.6 5.2 4.4 
7.6 9.2 4.8 4.4 
5.6 8.5 4.1 4.4 
3 .• 9 8.6 4.2 4.4 
2.6 7.8 3.4 4.4 
1.7 7.8 3.3 4.4 
0.94 7.0 2 •. 6 4.4 
o.48 7.5 2.8 4.7 
Condition 2. 
L/cx104 Pi Pr Pt 
12~8 
10.5 12.0 7.1 4.9 
7.8 -9.9 5.0 4.9 
5.5 9.0 4.4 4.6 
J.8 8.2 3.5 4.7 
2.6 8.3 3.5 4.8 
1 .• 6 7.2 2.4 4.8 
0.97 6.8 2.5 4.3 
o.48 7.6 2.5 5.1 
Condition 3. 
1/cx104 P· P:i::: P:1:, 
12.8 1~.o 6.8 8.2 
9.7 13.0 5.2 7.8 
7.5 12.4 4.6 7.8 
5.4 12.4 4.6 7.8 
3.6 10.3 3.0 7.J 
2.3 10.1 2.5 7.6 
Table l. 
Pi, Pr an~_Pt are expressed in watts. 
The reflected power decreased with a decreasing 1-C ratio, showing that 
the changing L-C ratio was tending to create a better match between the plate 
tank arid the grid tank. The total power delivered to the grid circuit re-
mained fairly constant for each condition. 
The results of this experiment indicate that, even though the power 
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input to the grid circuit was not affected by the varying L-C ratio, there 
should theoretically be a greater effmciency as the L-C ratio is decreased. 
It is thought that at a standing wave ratio of 1/1 the power input to the 
grid would make a definite decrease. This was not proven in the above experi-
ment, however. 
The next step was to insert a series capacitor in the link circuit. The 
driver tank circuit, the driven stage grid circuit, and link circuit were 
carefully adjusted to produce a minimum SWR indication. The following data 
was taken: 
SWR .. 1.2/1 :Pi = Pt = Li watts 
L2 • 6.68 x 10-6 henry 
E ·· = 89 volts g 
It is to be noted that the power required by the grid circuit is now only four 
watts under full load conditions for the stage, whereas Condition 3 of the 
data taken without the series capacitor in the link circuit shows the power 
consumed to be in the neighborhood of 7.8 watts. The efficiency of the 
coupling circuit is now much greater than before the addition of the series 
capacitor in the link circuit. The link was examined, and it was found that 
the series capacitor in the link circuit had tuned the circuit to resonance. 
The minimum SWR was obtained by varying the plate and grid tank circuits 
as well as the link circuit. There was .a definite setting of the L-C ratio 
in both the plate and grid circuits that produced~ minimum SWR. This is 
to be expected of the plate circuit in view of Equations (1) and (2). It 
also shows that there must be a like relation in the grid circuit. 
The power input to the grid circuit was calculated as a matter of 
interest. 
8 . 
The equation used was set forth by Thomas except for the factor 
8 Thomas, op. cit., p. 1134 
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(0.9). This factor is said by Eastman9 to give more exact results when used 
to correct the original equation. 
(A) 
The calculated and actual measured powers are very nearly in agreement. 
This calculation was made several times, and the results compared to the 
actual measured powers. In all cases the results were nearly equal. It may 
be said that Equation (A) is reliable when a quick check on the power input to 
the grid circuit is needed. 
Equation ( 30) was used to calculate the value of the Q of the grid 
circuit. The value of Q calculated in this manner was 14.6. This saemed a 
reasonable value in view of the statement on page (vii) that the optimum grid 
circuit Q should be in the neighborhood of 20. Other values of Q calculated 
in the same manner from data taken when the power input and the grid bias of 
the driven stage were varied. Q ranged from 12 to 38. These results would 
indicate that an equation of the following form would predict the optimum 1-C 
ratio for the grid circuit: 
(B) 
A plot of relative L-C ratio vs. SWR was made using first the untuned link 
and then the resonant link. Two values of coupling were used for each con-
dition, one very loose, and the other moderately tight. The tuned-link 
curves were smooth, and they indicated clearly an optimum value of L/C. The 
points on the untuned-link curves were scattered, and only a random curve 
could be drawn. No well defined optimum L-C ratio was shown. The SWR for 
the tuned link was much smaller on the whole than that for the untuned link. 
Thus it can be seen that tuning the link is advantageous in that the SWR can 
9 Eastman, op. cit., P• 377 
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brought to a minimum.? and the resulting efficiency will decrease the ammmt 
,:if power the driver stage must supply to provide a specific excitation at the 
gr:Ld of the driven stage. 
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Figo A,, Relative grid tank L-C ratio vso S1NTl.o 
The use of the previously constructed equipment, while e:ood for rough 
eh<'.:?cking upon the effects of varying the grid tank L=C ratio, proved too 
cmnbersome to use in obtaining exact measurements o It was decided to use an 
impedance bridge to measure exact values of the plate tank circuit., The 
driving point impedance could then be measured~ Several bridges were tried.9 
but all proved too insensitive or too complicated to set upo Pinally.9 the 
t'Iodel 160.1\ Q Meter vvas chosen to act both as a signal source and as an indic., 
cat.or of the magnitude of the resistance that ·l/lras reflected as the grid and 
link circuits were resonated. The circuit of the Q Meter is shown in Fig., 7., 
It. is essentially a constant current device, the exciting Yoltage being 
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developed across the 0.04 ohm resistor Ri.• The resistor is so small 
compared to the other resistances introduced into the circuit that it may be 
neglected in most calculations. The. coil., ti, was external to the Q .. 
Meter circuit. The Q Meter condenser., c1 ., was tuned until the circuit 
was resonated as evidenced by a maximum rea.ding upon the Q scale of the. 
meter. The Q of the coil was then noted., making sure that there were no out-
side agents influencing the reading. This value of Q gives the ratio of 
inductance to resistance for the coil alone. If by some means a resistance 
. . . 
~s reflected into the Q Meter circuit., the coil will act as if its ratio of 
inductance to resistance were decreased •.. Another· way of stating this is_ tq ._ 
say that the Q of the circuit is decreased. The new value :of Q can be read 
from the Q scale. The reflected resista.?1ce can then be calcula~d by: 
le£ = ( 9, - r;;,.) 'le., 
9.2. 
R1 and ~ are the original values for the coil alone ·and Q2 is the new value 
. . . 
of Q.. Any reactance reflected into the Q Meter circuit will be indicated by 
a chang~ ~ti.t~e setting of Cl neceSSE3:ryto, resonate the circuit. 
' 
A circuit in the form of Fig. 8 was used to load the Q Meter, ·simu-
lating the grid tank circuit and the grid-cathode load. The coupling was 
varied until maximum power transfer occured. This was indicated by a maximum 
voltage across R2• The following data was taken: 
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E Ee. R2 Q ES/Ee 
1.~2 2.56 45.2 135 0.632 
1.33 2.08 n 133 o.639 
1.00 1.50 fl 123 0.667 
1.02 1.80 ,a.o 135 0.567 
1.35 2.03 Jf 132 o.665 
1.60 2.60 fl 131 0.616 
0.50 2.64 2.84 140 0.189 
0.40 2.17 JI 138 0.184 
0.30 1.71 ff 134 0.17, 
0.60 1.74 10.6 138 0.345 
0.78 2.20 fl 142 0.354 
0.96 2.75 fl 142 0.349 
Table 2. 
R is given in ohms X 1000, and Ee and Eg are in volts. 
The fact that Q remained essentially constant for each value of R2 em-
ployed is noteworthy. This can be explained in· the following manner: 
r.'} .ldJb_ ...,.. = 'R,.3 
where R3 is the resistance of the circuit of Fig. 8 reflected into the Q 
Meter circuit of Fig. 7. The Q Meter circuit may be converted into a constant 
voltage c ircui t and R 1 may then be considered to be the genera tor impedance. 
R2_in !ig. 8 may be changed to its equivalent series form, R4. The last two 
circuits are shown in Fig. 9, where R3 is the result of the reflection of R4 
into the Q Meter circuit. Then: X',J = R., E1 ="/t.3 R"I 
and thus: 
under the conditions of maximum power transfer. R{ is a constant, hence R3 
must be a constant also. The value of Li_ does not change, so Q must be a 
constant. The data shows that the above considerations may be taken for 
granted in making future measurements, as long as care is exercised in setting 
the value of coupling so that 11 and L2 are critically coupled. A maximum 
transfer of power than occurs. 
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The constant value of Eg / Ec for a specific value of R2 
E,.z fc = t= Ej 
can be explained: 
Po== q ?,~ x: .3 7 R.e. 
The proportionality constant G accounts for any losses in the circuits. As R3, 
Xe, Ee and Gare constant, the value of Eg / Fe should remain a constant for 
each value of_R2• 
An effort was made to use the Q Meter to demonstrate the existe.nce of an 
optimum L-C ratio in the grid tank circuit. The circuit of Fig. 8 was 
altered so as to make L2 variable. The circuit was tuned to resonance at 
different L-C ratios, resonance being indicated as before by a minimum 
reading on the Q scale of the Q Meter. The coupling was then varied until 
critical coupling was indicated by a maximum reading of Eg• Values of Eg, 
Ec, Q and L/C were noted. 
Eg Ee Q Relative L/C 
1.04 3.0 148 97 
1.20 3.0 145 96 
I.55 2.9 143 94 
1.50 3.0 146 80 
1.60 3.0 148 65 
1.62 2.8 145 62 
1.66 2.9 147 59 
Table 3. 
Eg and E0 are in volts. 
The above table shows that Q and Ee remain fairly constant while the L-C 
ratio changes. This indicates an essentially constant input to the circuit. 
The power input, E~ / R2, increases as L/C decreases. Thus the ratio of L 
to Chas a direct effect upon the efficiency of power transfer. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The investigation of the grid circuit of a Class C R-F amplifier and the 
coupling from it to the preceding plate tank circuit as covered by this paper 
is by no means complete. We may draw several conclusions from the data, but 
there is a need for much further work on the problem before a complete general 
analysis can be given 
The mathematical analysis in this paper totally disregards the tube grid-
cathode impedance as it might be encountered in actual practice. Instead, an 
equivalent resistance has been substituted for simplification of the problem. 
Most authors agree that the grid-cathode path of the tube may be represented 
by such a resistance, and Equation (A) of the Ex:periments and Data section of 
this paper would seem to indicate that this is a good assumption. Several 
questions may be asked at this point if we are cortducting a rigorous investi-
gation. Will the substitution of an equivalent resistance for the grid-cathode 
impedance suffice if the output of the tube is varying? Will this substitution 
hold for all values'of bias, as the varying bias may change the shape of the 
grid current wave form.? The grid current is not sinusoidal, so will an 
analysis on the basis of a sinusodial current be exact enough to be used in 
practice? Finally, we must not neglect the fact that the load on the grid 
tank circuit is composed of the tube grid-cathode impedance plus the impedance 
of the bias sourceo Rectification occurs in the tube, so we will have to 
consider a circuit that has both a-c and d-c currents flowing in ito 
The mathematical theory presented herein points to a definite relation 
between the grid tank inductance and the load applied to the grid tank 
i 
circuit. An equation involving both the grid tank inductance and the load 
impedance was derived for a circuit similiar to Fig. 2a, except that the link 
circuit was assumed to be tuned to resonance in the derivation. The two 
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parameters in question were found to have a. direc+ relation ' .. ) ea.ch othero 
An analysis of the plate tank and grid tank circuits was made using for a 
coupling only the mutual impedance of the tank coils. Again it was fo1Jnd tha:t 
the grid .tank inductance was directly proportiona.l to the load presented to 
the tank circuit. The mathematical theory was put to test in the laboratory 
by conducting several appropriate experiments. 
The actual conduction of the experimental part of this problem was 
hindered both by lack of time and by inexperience on the part of the author. 
However, some light was shed on the techniques and equipment necessary to 
produce accurate ahd adequate data. Let us sum up the results of the experi-
. tnentation be.fore going into the limitations of the equ.ipmento 
Tb:e first important· discovery was that the link circuit should be tuned 
to resonance for a maxi~ transfer of power. With the link untuned, the data 
taken at the grid tank was too unreliable to be of value .. HO'Wever, usine; the 
tuned link data. was taken that showed a defi;nite optimum L-C ratio :for the 
grid ta~.k circuit under specific conditions. Fig. A shows the difference 
between the tuned and untuned link, and also demonstrates th~ existence of the 
optimum L-C ratio. A way of determining the optimum L-C ratio from some easy-
to-ma.ke measurements was the next problem. 
It was stated in the introduction that a.n equation of the i'orrn 0£ Equation 
(1) was possibly what we were looking for to define the optimum L-C ratio. The 
IW:t?ematical theory gives evidence of this in Equation (JO). Accordingly.? 
Equation (B) was set up and actual experimental values were the field as the 
optimum Q of the grid tank circuit., indicated that perhaps Equation (B) could 
be used to give ari. estimation of the optimum grid tank L-C ratioo 
Table 3 shows that the efi'ioiency of. power trariefer from t11e plate tank 
: .. :: ·:···to the grid tank is a function 0£ the ·L-C ratio in the grid tank. There is 
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no indication of the relation of L/C to the power transferred, however. 
The problem in constructing the equipment was mechanical rather than 
electrical. Time and facilities did not permit the design of more appropriate 
devices for conducting the experiments. An ideal version of the circuit of 
t 
Fig. 1 would incorporate electrostaic shielding between the link coils and the 
- A 
tank circuits. This is necessary if we are to limit the coupling strictly to 
the magnetic properties of the coils. The tank and link coils should be made 
variable, and the coupling should be adjustable over a wide range. Provision 
should be made, if possible, to measure the circulating a-c currents in both 
the,grid and plate tanks. These values would aid in calculating the power 
output of the driver stage and the power input to the driven stage. 
All the variab;te components in the equipment should be directly calibrated. 
This will greatly facilitate the compilation of data and will lessen the 
chance of error in later computations. 
The Model 160A Q Meter proved to be the most versatile of the instru-
ments used in the experiments. Several bridges were tried in an attempt to 
measure the driving point impedance at the terminals of the plate tank 
circuit. Their main trouble was a lack of range. Long and involved calcuM 
lations were necessary in order to determine a reading outside the range of 
the instrument. The Q Meter solved the problem nicely by providing in one 
instrument both a signal source of variable amplitude and an indicating device 
that gave values of reactance and resistance reflected back into plate tank 
circuit from the grid circuit. Simple calculations were involved j_n de-
termining the actual value from a reading on the instrumento The sensitivity 
was very great in contrast to the sluggish action of the bridges previously 
tried. 
The power output of the Q Meter is on the order of microwatts. It is 
this limitation that prevents its use as a driver stege. If it were possible 
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to use it to drive a tube through suitable coupling networks, investigation 
of the coupling problem would be v:astly simplified. 
Measurements are always complicated by the introduction of R-F into the 
circuit. Experiments should be carried out on a large sheet of copper that is 
well grounded. All the instruments and equipment should be connected to the 
... - --
copper sheet as a reference point. The body of the operator has a great effect 
on the readings obtained. For this reason, care must be taken to read the 
instrument with the body in the same position at all times. 
The load used on the grid circuit to compile Table 3 was 40k ohms. This 
-
is much above the equivalent resistance usually found in a. tube grid-cathode 
. -~ 
circuit. Lower values of resistance were tried as a load~ but the readings of 
the Q Meter were not then consistent. It is thought that perhaps the Q Meter 
was being overloaded. It is primarily an instrument for measuring rectance, 
and is not intended to furnish much power in so doing. 
To sum up, an optimum. 1-C ratio exists in the grid tank circuit for a 
·-
specific set of grid conditions. The expression for Lin this case may be of 
the form of Equation (B), but it has not been proven that this is a general 
equation that will fit all circumstances. The experimentation also indicates 
that the grid tank inductance is directly proportional to the equivalent 
resistance of the tube grid-cathode path, but again there is not enough evidence 
to call Equation (B) a general equation. 
It is hard to correlate the experimental data with Equation (B) as Q can= 
not be directly measured. An equation, or set of equations., that will express 
an optimum value of grid tank inductance in terms of quantities that can be 
readily measured is needed. If this can be found, and if the experimental 
data will fit the equation, for all conditions, then the equation may be of 
invaluable aid in the design of Class C R-F amplifiers.; 
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APPENDIX I 
EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS 
R1 - The resistance reflected into the plate tank circuit 'Which represents 
the power output. 
Eg- The effective value of the alternating grid volta.ge of the driven stage. 
~ - The effective value of the alternating plate voltage of the driver stage@ 
P0 - The power output of the driver stage. 
Pin - The power input to the grid circuit of the driven stage. 
w0 - The resonant frequency of a circuit. 
Q1 - The Q of the driver stage tank circuit. 
Q2 - The Q of the driven stage's grid tank circuit. 
Rc - The equivalent series resistance in the grid circuit of the driven stage. 
R - The equivalent series resistance in the plate tank circuit. e 
Rr - The reflected resistance appearing in the grid circuit due to the plate 
circu.it impedance. 
Pi - The incident power in the link circuit that is traveling towards the grid 
circuit of the driven stpge. 
Pr - The power that is reflected from the grid c ircui t back to the plate 
circuit of the driver stage. 
Pt - The sum of Pi and Pr (Pr is considered negative) which gives the actual 
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